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A structural change in the Finnish society
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People over 75 years of age in 2017 and 2037



Carbon neutral Helsinki 2035

Helsinki sets the goal of 

reducing emissions by 60 

per cent by 2030, and 

brings forward its target 

of carbon neutrality to 

2035 



Driving forces of the future
There are a large number of global driving forces that will also

influence the transport operations in Helsinki. 
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Urbanisation Electrification

and automation

of traffic

Limited resources

(money, space, 

expertise) 

Climate change

Servicification IndividualisationDigitalisation

22.9.2021 Rikhard Manninen, Head of Urban Planning Division, City of Helsinki



Helsinki is prepared for growth

• The population of Helsinki has been 

growing by an average of more than 

one per cent annually for almos ten 

years

• Covid 19 – pandemic has affected 

growth

• Helsinki is prepared to become a city 

of 860 000 inhabitants by 2050 (whole

Helsinki region: 2 million)

• Housing production target will be

8000 housing units annually (after

2023)



Covid19 – a crisis of urbanism?

• There has been a major discussion going on. What will be the ”new

normal” in cities and their urban development? Some factors and 

drivers of change that potentially will have significant impacts:

• housing preferences (density, space)

• work (distance work vs. face-to-face and social interacion)

• mobility (e.g. crisis of public transportation)

• green field areas (their role in recreation and psychological effects)

• changes in consumptions habits in relation to the use of urban space (on-line

shopping, e-commerce, ”dying malls” and the emptiness of city centres)

• tourism and travelling habits

"Despite what the naysayers warn about an urban exodus, “this 

is not the end of cities,”
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Social
sustainability

Economic
sustainability

In a sustainable city, 

everyone benefits from 

growth and development

Environmental
sustainability

The City plays a key role in 

solving environmental 

challenges

A sustainable economy 

enables future 

innovations

Images: Julia Kivelä, Kuvatoimisto Kuvio Oy, Maija Astikainen

Balance makes it possible to promote sustainable 
development and a better life overall

22.9.2021
Rikhard Manninen, Head of Urban Planning Division, 

City of Helsinki
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Sustainable development goals guide everything 
the city does

Transport
We invest in sustainable mobility and 

intelligent public transport

Construction
We create an energy-efficient, dense 

city by building smartly and utilising the 

circular economy

Housing
We prevent regional inequalities with 

mixed housing policies

Culture
Cultural services reach every 

Helsinki resident e.g. there are 37 

libraries around the city

Early childhood 

education & schooling
A local school is the best school for a 

child, and their home street is a safe 

place to play

Youth
Every young person will have a 

place in further education after 

elementary school

Social & health services
High quality services promote equality

Travel
Helsinki is committed to 

sustainable tourism

Digitalisation
We provide equal, needs-based 

services or the tools to build them



Transport and land use 
planning are integrated and 
advance the same 
sustainability goals

22.9.2021
Rikhard Manninen, Head of Urban Planning Division, 

City of Helsinki
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Ring Rail
from the center to the 
airport completed

Western Metro
first part completed

Light Rail Network
construction has started

Helsinki 

Metropolitan 

Area

Grows

by Rails



Helsinki City Plan

• The city plan is a comprehensive, 

general plan for future land use

• Helsinki will become a networked 

city relying on rail transport 

• Helsinki will densify existing 

neighborhoods in order to make 

sure that our extensive green 

structure will remain 



Helsinki transforms its urban structure to meet the 
new challenges
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Helsinki transforms its urban structure to meet the 
new challenges
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Helsinki 
is a green

metropolis

40% of our area is 
green or recreational land

Image: Maija Astikainen
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Keys for succsess

- understanding urban development as a driver of societal 
change
- understanding the role of urban structure in guiding 
sustainable growth
- recognising actor networks, their roles and connections 
- “leading” planning networks
- understanding time perspectives
- synchronising planning levels



Sustainable housing policy

• The city owns over 60 per cent 

of its land area

• The diversification of the 

housing stock is guaranteed by 

setting up housing production 

targets for both rented and 

owner occupied housing 

production



Converting inner city higways to urban boulevards

• One of the major land use solutions 

in the City Plan is the opportunity to 

transform motorway-like

thoroughfares into city boulevards

• Pilot projects will be Vihdintie and 

Tuusulanväylä

• Actually there will be no less lanes

for cars – but speed limit is lower, 

light rail lines will be added and the

whole environment will become

more urban
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”Creating urban, carbon neutral city 

that rely on public transport, walking

and cycling”

WHAT IT’S LIKE NOW THE FUTURE VISION 
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Adding a network of ligth rails



The First Light Rail line under construction

• The First Light rail line

(Jokeri line) will replace

overcrowded bus

connection

• Length is 25 km

• Over 100.000 people will 

be using it during one 

weekday in 2040

• Not just infrastructure

project – this provides

great opportunity for 

housing construction
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Network of cycle Highways

• A network of high quality cycle 

routes (also known as Baanas) is 

being built in Helsinki

• Once the network is complete, 

Helsinki will have 160 kilometres

of cycle highways

• Helsinki has an ambititious target 

to become #3 cycling city in the 

world! (Just after Copenhagen and 

Amsterdam
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of children
travel to school
independently

2018

80 %

trips per bike per 
day - highest usage 

of city bikes in 
Europe 

2018

8.7

pedestrians
died in traffic

accidents

2019

0

public transport 
trips per day

2019

1 million

of daily trips made 
by walking, public

transport or
cycling

2019

77 %

2.2 million
phones

HSL
mobile ticket

app downloaded to

Traffic in Helsinki 2019



New ways to use old infrastructure

• Baana – our first ”cycling

super highway” has been

a real success

• Good example how to 

use old infrastructure –

abandoned railway line 

became great connection 

between Jätkäsaari area 

and city centre

• Million cyclists annually!
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Reducing emissions 
through urban planning 
measures

Land use planning has a direct link to traffic 

emissions

→40% of housing construction is supplementary 

construction

→Helsinki City invests in public transport and 

residential areas alongside railways

Heating buildings is the cause of more than 

half of Helsinki's emissions

→The greatest emissions reduction potential lies 

in the energy renovation of old buildings

→From the beginning of 2021, all new buildings 

will be nearly zero-energy buildings

Sustainable urban 
development is compact 
and energy efficient
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Suburban densification with energy
renewal of old housing stock

22.9.2021 Rikhard Manninen, Head of Urban Planning Division, City of Helsinki
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• Energy company Helen owned 100% by city of Helsinki

• Basis is highly energy efficient CHPC-production and wide network

• Main challenge is to get rid of fossile fuels
22.9.2021



City Coal Plant to be closed by 2024

22.9.2021 Rikhard Manninen, Head of Urban Planning Division, City of Helsinki 30

• New sustainable solutions are needed to supply Helsinki’s heat 

demand.

• Currently different solutions to replace coal are being analysed, 

and also energy efficiency improvements will decrease the need 

for heat.

• The current indicative plan to replace coal includes relative high 

utilization of biomass. However, also the combustion of biomass 

has impacts on climate, and also logistical challenges may be 

considerable, especially if biomass has to be transported into the 

city center.

• The City of Helsinki does not want replace one questionable 

energy source with another one.



3,514 kt CO2e

1990

2,559 kt CO2e 702 kt CO2e

A maximum of

TARGET

2035

of which will be compensated

Reduct ion:  955 kt CO2e

2018

To be reduced: 1,857 kt CO2e

In 2035, activities in Helsinki will no 
longer warm the climate
The ambitious Carbon Neutral Helsinki 2035 plan has more than 140 measures



Renowned architectural heritage



Fantastic new architecture



Some new arrangements with port activities
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